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Introducing our Pawleys Island
Office
The Bellamy Law Firm is
proud of its history, its
roots in the Grand Strand,
and its reputation. The attorneys and staff are dedicated to its clients and look
forward to serving the
The Bellamy Law firm is pleased to now conveniently serve the Pawleys Island
areas including the Georgetown, Pawleys Island, Litchfield and Murrells Inlet
communities. Whether it be for real estate closings, wills, trusts and estate planning, corporate formation, family law or other legal matters, the attorneys at the
Firm are ready to serve you. The resident shareholder in the Pawleys Island office is David Gundling who has practiced law since 1984 and who has practiced
in the Pawleys Island area since 1993.

community for decades to

come.

E-Filing Effective March 14,
2017
The Supreme Court of South Carolina ordered that the Pilot Program for the Electronic Filing (EFiling) of documents in the Court
of Common Pleas be expanded to
Horry County.
As of March 14, 2017, unless specifically excluded by the Pilot
Program, all filings in common
pleas cases commenced or pending in Horry County must be EFiled if the party is represented by
an attorney.

TRID: A Continuing Saga
In 2010, the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, commonly referred to as "Dodd-Frank", was
promulgated in an attempt to prevent the recurrence of events that caused the 2008 financial crisis. Dodd-Frank established new government agencies such as the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), which is tasked with preventing predatory mortgage lending, improving the clarity of mortgage paperwork for consumers and reducing incentives for
mortgage brokers to push home buyers into more expensive loans. Further, the Truth in Lending Act (TILA), which is
part of Dodd-Frank, provides that no creditor may make a residential mortgage loan without first making a reasonable and
good-faith determination that the borrower has the ability to repay the loan.
Subsequently, in 2013, the CFPB announced the impending promulgation of the TILA-RESPA Integrated Disclosure
(TRID) rule as a further extension of Dodd-Frank. TRID officially took effect in October of 2015 with the intent to provide more clarity to borrowers in the residential loan process.
Prior to TRID, borrowers did not have a clear understanding of what their loans would cost them to close until they were
at the closing table, causing unpleasant financial surprises.
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Thus, the Know Before You Owe portion of TRID requires
the lender to deliver a Loan Estimate—which is intended to
clearly and accurately describe the costs and terms of the
transaction—within days of the borrower’s completion of
the loan application process. Then, at least three days prior
to closing, the lender is tasked with disclosing such information again in the Closing Disclosure. After providing the
Closing Disclosure, no significant changes can be made, or a
new three-day period is required. The numbers on the Loan
Estimate and Closing Disclosure are supposed to line up,
thus providing the borrower with a clear picture of his/her
closing costs.
Continued on next page...

18 Months Later: Does TRID Actually Work?
ClosingCorp—a company which provides closing cost data for real estate industries—recently conducted a national survey of 1000 first-time home buyers. The survey revealed that 35% of those home buyers were surprised that their costs
and fees were higher than expected. Specifically, the top five surprising closing costs were: (1) mortgage insurance, (2)
bank fees/points, (3) taxes, (4) title insurance, and (5) appraisal fees and fees paid by the buyer vs. seller. The survey further provided that 58% of the home buyers experienced a change or revision to their loan estimate prior to closing. The
top three changed fee estimates were (1) closing costs, (2) insurance costs, and (3) taxes. Additionally, the survey showed
that 52% of lenders were off on their initial Loan Estimates, providing significant room for improvement.
Despite these numbers, according to the Mortgage QC Industry Trends Report of ACES Risk Management (ARMCO),
TRID-related defects declined from 1.92% in the second quarter of 2016 to 1.27% in the third quarter of 2016. Phil
McCall, Chief Operating Officer for ARMCO, stated that “[a]s lenders determine the most effective strategies for addressing TRID-related defects, we expect to see this category decline further.”

The Unknown Future of TRID, TRID 2.0 and the Dodd-Frank Act
After receiving immense feedback from the mortgage industry during the first six months of TRID’s implementation,
CFPB director Richard Cordray wrote a responding letter recognizing the “operational challenges” the industry experienced as a result of TRID and that the CFPB was considering making adjustments to the rule for further clarity. Subsequently, in July of 2016, the CFPB issued a proposal for such adjustments, which the mortgage industry has aptly deemed
“TRID 2.0”. However, TRID 2.0 is not final, and the last major update came out in October of 2016 when the comment
period for the proposed update closed.

TRID and Dodd-Frank hang in the balance under the new reign of President Donald Trump.
In President Trump’s second week in office, after meeting with a group of lead Wall Street executives, he declared: “We
expect to be cutting a lot out of Dodd-Frank.” His transition team further revealed his intent to replace Dodd-Frank in a
website statement: “The Financial Services Policy Implementation team will be working to dismantle the Dodd-Frank Act
and replace it with new policies to encourage economic growth and job creation.”
Thereafter, President Trump signed an executive order which promises to cut regulation massively. According to the order, for every one new regulation issued, at least two prior regulations must be identified for elimination, and the cost of
planned regulations must be prudently managed and controlled through a budgeting process. Therefore, the order directs
federal agencies to review the impact of financial regulations, which, in turn, leads to significant potential for a regulatory
rewrite. President Trump also ordered a freeze on all new and pending regulation at the federal level via a memorandum,
thus forcing TRID 2.0 into regulation purgatory.
In sum, TRID, TRID 2.0 and Dodd-Frank all hang in the balance, leaving a bit of uncertainty in the mortgage industry for
the near future.

Our female attorneys, Lauren Brearley Benton, Holly
Lusk, Kara Keith and Ashley Proctor Morrison, celebrating International Women’s Day.
A huge congratulations to our attorney of the year, Edwin Hinds, and our employee of the year,
Stan King!

Bellamy attorney, Brad King,
and his wife , Susan Walker
King, hosted Whiskey & Jazz, a
benefit for the Art Museum, at
their gorgeous home.
The Bellamy Law Firm was
proud to be the designer bag
sponsor for the 12th Annual Bag
Ladies Luncheon, another benefit for the Art Museum.

The Bellamy
Law Firm Announcements
We have a new website!

Check it out at: http://
www.bellamylaw.com/

Hayes K Stanton is
now a Shareholder.
Congratulations,
Hayes!

U.S. Department of Labor’s New Overtime Final Rule Has Been Stayed By U.S.
District Court Judge

Please welcome our
newest associate,
Lauren Brearley
Benton

In 2016, the United States Department of Labor announced updates to its federal
overtime requirements. These updates, which are referred to as the Department
of Labor’s “Final Rule,” focus primarily on updating the salary and compensation
levels required for certain employees (i.e. those employees who qualify as
“Executive,” “Administrative,” and “Professional” workers under federal law) to
be exempt from federal overtime pay requirements. The Final Rule also creates
a mechanism for automatically updating these salary and compensation levels
every three years to ensure they continue to provide useful and effective tests for
exemption. The Final Rule was scheduled to become effective on December 1,
2016.
From the date it was first announced, the Final Rule has been controversial. Lawsuits were brought by a number of states and business groups, which sought a
ruling that the Department of Labor had exceeded its statutory authority by doubling the exempt salary threshold. On November 22, 2016, United States District
Court Judge Amos Mazzant granted an Emergency Motion for Preliminary Injunction, which enjoined the Department of Labor from implementing and enforcing the Final Rule on December 1, 2016, as planned.
The Department of Justice has since appealed the preliminary injunction to the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. The Department of Justice now has
until May 1, 2017 to file a reply brief in the appeal. In the meantime, the Final
Rule remains stayed, pending appeal, and has not been implemented to-date.
For additional information regarding the Department of Labor’s Final Rule and its current status, visit:
https://www.dol.gov/whd/overtime/final2016/

Annual Easter Egg Hunt 2017
The Bellamy Law Firm’s Annual Easter Egg Hunt was held on Friday, April 14,
2017. This year the firm hosted the Myrtle Beach Boys and Girls Club for a fun
filled morning of egg hunts and a visit from the Easter bunny.

Contact Us
Give us a call for more information about our services.
Bellamy, Rutenberg,
Copeland, Epps, Gravely
& Bowers, P.A.
Main Office
1000 29th Avenue N
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(843) 448-2400
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239 Business Center Drive
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Visit us on the web at http://
www.bellamylaw.com/

